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UNIFORMLY RECURRENT SUBGROUPS AND THE IDEAL
STRUCTURE OF REDUCED CROSSED PRODUCTS
TAKUYA KAWABE
Abstract. We study the ideal structure of reduced crossed product of topo-
logical dynamical systems of a countable discrete group. More concretely, for
a compact Hausdorff space X with an action of a countable discrete group Γ,
we consider the absence of a non-zero ideals in the reduced crossed product
C(X) ⋊r Γ which has a zero intersection with C(X). We characterize this
condition by a property for amenable subgroups of the stabilizer subgroups
of X in terms of the Chabauty space of Γ. This generalizes Kennedy’s alge-
braic characterization of the simplicity for a reduced group C∗-algebra of a
countable discrete group.
1. Introduction
Throughout this paper, Γ denotes a countable discrete group. We say X is
a compact Γ-space if X is a compact Hausdorff space with a continuous Γ-action
Γ×X → X, (t, x) 7→ tx. We study the ideal structure of the reduced crossed prod-
uct C(X)⋊rΓ. The simplest situation is the following.
Definition 1.1. Let X be a compact Γ-space. We say C(X) separates the ideals
in C(X)⋊rΓ if for every ideal I in C(X)⋊rΓ, we have I = (I ∩ C(X))⋊r Γ.
In other words, there is one-to-one correspondence between the ideals in C(X)⋊rΓ
and the Γ-invariant ideals in C(X) (see [15, Propostion 1.1]).
Definition 1.2. We say that a compact Γ-space X satisfies the intersection prop-
erty if every non-zero ideal in C(X)⋊rΓ has a non-zero intersection with C(X).
Then we have the following result.
Theorem 1.3 (Sierakowski, [15, Theorem 1.10]). Let X be a compact Γ-space.
Then C(X) separates the ideals in C(X)⋊rΓ if and only if X satisfies the following
properties.
(i) The action of Γ on X is exact.
(ii) Every Γ-invariant closed set in X has the intersection property.
The purpose of this paper is to characterize the intersection property of Γ-
spaces in terms of dynamical systems. For an amenable group Γ, Kawamura and
Tomiyama showed that the intersection properties of compact Γ-spaces is equivalent
to topological freeness.
Theorem 1.4 (Kawamura–Tomiyama, [8, Theorem 4.1]). If Γ is amenable, the
following are equivalent.
(i) The space X has the intersection property.
(ii) For every t ∈ Γ \ {e}, we have Fix(t)◦ = ∅.
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We say that Γ is C∗-simple if its reduced group C∗-algebra C∗rΓ is simple. In
recent work [7], Kalantar and Kennedy established a dynamical characterization
of C∗-simplicity, and Breuillard, Kalantar, Kenndey and Ozawa proved that many
groups are C∗-simple. In more recent work [9], Kennedy showed an algebraic char-
acterization of C∗-simplicity, as follows.
Theorem 1.5 (Kennedy, [9, Theorem 6.3]). A countable discrete group is C∗-
simple if and only if it satisfies the following condition: For every amenable subgroup
Λ ≤ Γ, there exists a sequence (gn) such that for every subsequence (gnk) of (gn),
we have ⋂
k
gnkΛg
−1
nk
= {e}.
Equivalently, the sequence (gnΛg
−1
n ) converges to {e} in the Chabauty topology.
The set Sub(Γ) of all subgroups of Γ admits a natural topology, called Chabauty
topology. We treat Sub(Γ) as a compact Γ-space with this topology and the Γ-action
by conjugation (see Definition 5.1).
The first main result of this paper is the characterization of the intersection
property by a property for stabilizer subgroups, which is motivated by the above
results Theorem 1.4 and 1.5.
Theorem 1.6. Let X be a compact Γ-space. The following are equivalent.
(i) Every Γ-invariant closed set in X has the intersection property.
(ii) For every point x in X and every amenable subgroup Λ in Γx, there is a
net (gi) in Γ such that (gix) converges to x and (giΛg
−1
i ) converges to {e}
in the Chabauty topology.
If X is minimal, the simplicity of C(X)⋊rΓ is characterized by purely algebraic
conditions for the stabilizer subgroups of X , as follows.
Theorem 1.7. Let X be a minimal compact Γ-space. The following are equivalent.
(i) The reduced crossed product C(X)⋊rΓ is simple.
(ii) For every point x in X and every amenable subgroup Λ in Γx, there is a
sequence (gi) in Γ such that (giΛg
−1
i ) converges to {e} in the Chabauty
topology.
(iii) There is a point x in X such that for every amenable subgroup Λ in Γx,
there is a sequence (gi) in Γ such that (giΛg
−1
i ) converges to {e} in the
Chabauty topology.
To prove these results, the equivariant injective envelope C(X˜) of C(X) plays a
central role. The Γ-space X˜ has some properties analogous to those of the Hamana
boundary (or universal Furstenberg boundary, [7, §3]).
The simplicity of reduced crossed products is also characterized in terms of uni-
formly recurrent subgroups (URS in short) as with the C∗-simplicity of countable
discrete groups [9]. The notion of URS’s is introduced by Glasner–Weiss [3] as a
topological dynamical analogue of the notion of invariant random subgroups, which
is an ergodic theoritic concept. A URS of Γ is defined as a minimal component of
the Γ-space Sub(Γ). The set of all URS’s of Γ has a natural partial order (denoted
by 4), introduced by Le Boudec–Matte Bon [11, §2.4].
The second main result of this paper is a property for amenable URS’s from the
aspect of its order structure.
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Theorem 1.8. Let X be a compact Γ-space. Suppose that SX is a URS (X is not
necessarily minimal). Then SX˜ contains a unique URS AX . Moreover, AX is the
largest amenable URS dominated by SX . Namely, for every amenable URS U such
that U 4 SX , we have U 4 AX .
The notation SX denotes the closed Γ-invariant subspace of Sub(Γ) arising from
stabilizer subgroups of X , called the stability system of X (see [3, §1] or Definition
6.3). If X is minimal, the space SX is a URS. On the other hand, every URS is a
stability system of a transitive Γ-space, but it is not known whether every URS is
a stability system of a minimal Γ-space. Using the above result, we prove that it is
true for amenable URS’s.
In this paper, we also study the ideals in the group C∗-algebra of Γ. In particular,
we see the relationship between amenable URS’s of Γ and the ideals of C∗rΓ. For an
amenable subgroup Λ of Γ, we have the continuous ∗-representation πΛ of C∗rΓ on
the Hilbert space ℓ2(Γ/Λ) extending the canonical action of Γ on the coset space
Γ/Λ. We show that for stabilizer subgroup Λ of the Hamana boundary, the ideal
ker(πΛ) is maximal.
In Section 2 we recall the notion of stabilizer subgroups and study its relationship
to the intersection property. In Section 3 we recall the Γ-injective envelope and
show some properties from the viewpoint of operator algebras which are analogous
to those of the Hamana boundary. In Section 4 we prove a technical result to prove
the main result Theorem 1.6 and we prove it in Section 5. In Section 6 we establish
the characterization of simplicity of reduced products. In Section 7 we show a
property for the Γ-injective envelope from the viewpoint of topological dynamical
system to prove the main result Theorem 1.8. Finally, in Section 8 and 9 we study
the ideals arising from amenable URS’s.
Acknowledgements. The author would like to thank his supervisor, Professor
Narutaka Ozawa for his support and many valuable comments.
2. Preliminaries
Definition 2.1. For a compact Γ-space X and a point x in X , we denote by Γx
the stabilizer subgroup, i.e. Γx = {t ∈ Γ : tx = x}. Let Γ◦x denote the subgroup
consisting the elements in Γ which act as identity on a neighborhood of x. We say
that a compact Γ-space is topologically free if Γ◦x = {e} for every x ∈ X . Note that
a Γ-space X is topologically free if and only if Fix(t)◦ = ∅ for every t ∈ Γ \ {e},
where Fix(t) denotes the fixed point set in X of the homeomorphism t.
Let X be a compact Γ-space. There is a canonical conditional expectation EX
from C(X)⋊rΓ to C(X) defined by
EX(fλt) =
{
f t = e
0 t 6= e
and extended by linearity. Note that EX is faithful (see [2, Chapter4.1]). For every
x in X , we define a conditional expectation Ex from C(X)⋊rΓ to C
∗
r(Γx) by
Ex(fλt) = f(x)EΓx(λt)
where EΓx is the canonical conditional expectation from C
∗
rΓ to C
∗
r(Γx) (given by
EΓx(λt) = λt if t ∈ Γx and EΓx(λt) = 0 if t ∈ Γ \ Γx, see [2, Corollary 2.5.12]).
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In this paper, we often use the following fact about unital completely positive
maps. See [2, Proposition 1.5.7] for proof.
Definition 2.2. Let A and B be unital C∗-algebras and φ be a unital completely
positive map. The multiplicative domain of φ is the subspace mult(φ) of A defined
by
mult(φ) = {a ∈ A : φ(a∗a) = φ(a)∗φ(a) and φ(aa∗) = φ(a)φ(a)∗}.
Proposition 2.3. Let A and B be unital C∗-algebras and φ be a unital completely
positive map. Then, for every a ∈ mult(φ) and b ∈ A, one has φ(ab) = φ(a)φ(b)
and φ(ba) = φ(b)φ(a). In particular, mult(φ) is the largest C∗-subalgebra of A to
which the restriction of φ is multiplicative.
The following is a generalization of the result Theorem 1.4 and [13, Theorem
14].
Lemma 2.4. Let X be a compact Γ-space. Then we have the following.
(i) If the set {x ∈ X : Γx is C∗-simple} is dense in X, then X has the
intersection property. In particular, if X is topologically free, then X has
the intersection property.
(ii) If X has the intersection property and Γ◦x is amenable for every point x in
X, then X is topologically free.
Proof. We prove (i) by contradiction. Suppose that there is a non-zero closed ideal
I in C(X)⋊rΓ such that I ∩ C(X) = 0. Then EX(I) is a non-zero since EX is
faithful. Therefore evx ◦ EX(I) 6= 0 for some x in X such that Γx is C∗-simple
(otherwise, we have evx(EX(I)) = 0 densely, this implies that EX(I) = 0). It
follows that Ex(I) 6= 0 since evx ◦ EX = τλ ◦ Ex, where τλ is the canonical tracial
state on C∗r(Γx) defined by τλ(a) = 〈aδe, δe〉 for any a ∈ C
∗
rΓ. We observe that
Ex(I) ⊂ C∗r(Γx) is an ideal of C(X) since C
∗
r(Γx) is contained in the multiplicative
domain of Ex. We show that Ex(I) is not dense in C
∗
r(Γx), which yields the desired
contradiction with C∗-simplicity of C∗r(Γx). The ∗-homomorphism
C(X) + I → (C(X) + I)/I ∼= C(X)/(C(X) ∩ I) = C(X)
evx−−→ C
extends a state φx on C(X)⋊rΓ. We show that φx ◦ Ex = φx. This implies that
ker φx ⊃ Ex(I) since φx(I) = 0 (hence Ex(I) is not dense). Let t be an element
of Γ \ Γx. There is a function f ∈ C(X) such that f(x) = 1 and f(tx) = 0. Since
C(X) is contained in the multiplicative domain of φx, we have
φx(λt) = f(x)φx(λt) = φx(f)φx(λt) = φx(fλt)
= φx(λt(t
−1f)) = φx(λt)φx(t
−1f) = φx(λt)f(tx) = 0,
therefore φx = φx ◦ Ex on C∗rΓ. This implies that for every f ∈ C(X) and t ∈ λ,
we obtain
φx ◦ Ex(fλt) = φx(f(x)EΓx (λt)) = f(x)φx(EΓx(λt)) = φx(f)φx(λt) = φx(fλt),
thus we have φx ◦ Ex = φx .
Next, we show (ii). Since Γ◦x is amenable for any x, we define the representation
πx of C(X)⋊rΓ on ℓ2(Γ/Γ
◦
x), which given by πx(fλt)δp = f(tpx)δtp for p ∈ Γ/Γ
◦
x.
Note that for t and s in Γ such that s−1t ∈ Γ◦x, we have tx = sx, thus the notation
px is well-defined. Set π =
⊕
x∈Xπx. The representation π is faithful by the
intersection property since ker(π)∩C(X) = 0. This implies that X is topologically
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free. Otherwise, there is an element t in Γ \ {e} and a non-zero function f in C(X)
such that supp(f) is contained in Fix(t)◦, which implies that π(f(1 − λt)) = 0 in
contradiction with faithfulness. 
3. Equivariant injective envelopes
Definition 3.1. We say that an operator system (resp. unital C∗-algebra) V is a
Γ-operator system (resp. unital Γ-C∗-algebra) if it comes together with a complete
order isomorphic (resp. unital ∗-isomorphic) Γ-action on V . A Γ-equivariant unital
complete positive map between Γ-operator systems is called a Γ-morphism.
Definition 3.2. We say that Γ-operator system V is Γ-injective if V is an injective
object in the category of all Γ-operator systems with Γ-morphisms. Namely, for
any Γ-operator systems W0 ⊂ W and any Γ-morphism φ from W0 to V , there is a
Γ-morphism φ˜ from W to V such that φ˜|W0 = φ.
For every compact Γ-space X , we denote by X˜ the Gelfand spectrum of the
Γ-injective envelope of C(X), i.e. C(X˜) satisfies the following properties (see [6]).
• The Γ-C∗-algebra C(X˜) is a Γ-injective operator system.
• The Γ-C∗-algebra C(X) is contained in C(X˜) as a unital Γ-C∗-subalgebra
and C(X) ⊂ C(X˜) is rigid, i.e. the identity map is the only Γ-morphisms
on C(X˜) which is the identity map on C(X).
If X is the one-point Γ-space, X˜ is called the Hamana boundary, denoted by ∂HΓ.
We prove some facts for X˜, a generalization of the properties for the Hamana
boundary ([13, Proposition 8 and Lemma 9]). Recall that a subgroup Λ ≤ Γ is
relatively amenable if there is a Λ-invariant state on ℓ∞Γ. Since there is a Λ-
morphism from ℓ∞Λ to ℓ∞Γ, the notions of amenability and relative amenability
coincide for discrete groups. We denote by q the Γ-equivariant continuous surjection
X˜ to X .
Proposition 3.3. Let X be a compact Γ-space. Then, one has the following.
(i) The space X˜ is a Stonean space.
(ii) For any closed Γ-invariant set Z in X˜, we have Z = X˜ if q(Z) = X.
(iii) The group Γy is amenable for every point y in X˜.
In particular, for any t ∈ Γ, the set Fix(t) is clopen, hence Γy = Γ◦y for any y ∈ X˜.
Proof. There is an including Γ-equivariant unital ∗-homomorphism from C(X) to
the Γ-injective C∗-algebra ℓ∞(Γ, ℓ∞X), which is defined by f 7→ (tf)t∈Γ. It follows
that there are Γ-morphisms φ : ℓ∞(Γ, ℓ∞X)→ C(X˜) and ψ : C(X˜)→ ℓ∞(Γ, ℓ∞X),
which extend the identity map on C(X). Since ℓ∞(Γ, ℓ∞X) is also an injective
operator system, C(X˜) is an injective operator system, thus X˜ is Stonean. Then
Fix(t) is clopen by Frol´ık’s theorem.
Next we show the condition (ii). Suppose that there is a closed Γ-invariant set
Z ( X˜ suth that q(Z) = X , then the corresponding Γ-equivariant quotient map
π from C(X˜) to C(Z) is not faithful. Since q(Z) = X , there is a Γ-morphism φ
from C(Z) to C(X˜) such that φ ◦ π|C(X) = idC(X) by Γ-injectivity of C(X˜). This
implies that φ ◦ π = idC(X˜) by rigidity, hence π is faithful, a contradiction.
Next, we prove amenability of Γy. There is a inclusion ι from ℓ∞Γ to ℓ∞(Γ, ℓ∞X)
as a unital Γ-C∗-subalgebra. Since the map evx ◦ φ ◦ ι is a Γy-invariant state on
ℓ∞Γ, we obtain (relative) amenability of Γy. 
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We obtain the following result the case X being trivial (see [7, Theorem 6.2]).
Theorem 3.4. Let X be a compact Γ-space. Then the following are equivalent.
(i) The space X has the intersection property.
(ii) The space X˜ has the intersection property.
(iii) The space X˜ is (topologically) free.
Proof. First, we prove that (i) implies (ii). SupposeX has the intersection property.
We show that every quotient map π from C(X˜)⋊rΓ to a C
∗-algebra A is faithful
if ker(π) ∩ C(X˜) = 0. Since ker(π) ∩ C(X) = 0, the quotient map π is faithful
on C(X)⋊rΓ by the intersection property for X . By Γ-injectivity of C(X˜), there
is a Γ-morphism φ from A to C(X˜) such that φ ◦ π|C(X)⋊rΓ = EX . This implies
that φ ◦ π|C(X˜) = idC(X˜) by rigidity of C(X) ⊂ C(X˜). Therefore, we obtain
C(X˜) ⊂ mult(φ ◦ π). It follows that φ ◦ π = EX˜ , hence π is faithful.
Next, we prove that (ii) implies (i). Suppose X˜ has the intersection property. Let
π be a representation of C(X)⋊rΓ on a Hilbert spaceH such that ker π∩C(X) = 0.
We prove that π is injective. By Arveson’s extension theorem, we extend π to a
unital completely positive map π˜ from C(X˜)⋊rΓ to B(H). We consider a C∗-
subalgebra of B(H) defined by
D = C∗(π˜(C(X˜)⋊rΓ)) = closure(π˜(C(X˜)) · π(C
∗
rΓ)).
We define Γ-action on D as Ad π(·), then π˜ is Γ-equivariant. Since π is faithful on
C(X), there is a Γ-morphism φ from C∗(π˜(C(X˜))) to C(X˜) such that φ◦π = idC(X)
by Γ-injectivity of C(X˜), which implies that φ ◦ π˜|C(X˜) = idC(X˜) by rigidity. It
follows that C∗(π˜(C(X˜))) ⊂ mult(φ), hence φ is a ∗-homomorphism. Now, consider
a subset of D given by
L = closure(ker(φ) · π(C∗rΓ)).
Since φ is Γ-equivariant, the set ker(φ) is Γ-invariant, therefore we have
ker(φ) · π(C(Γ)) = π(C(Γ)) · ker(φ).
This implies that L is an ideal of D. Since L∩C∗(π˜(C(X˜))) = ker(φ), the map φ ex-
tends the quotient map φ˜ from D to D/L. It follows that φ˜◦π˜ is a ∗-homomorphism
which is faithful on C(X˜). Thus, we have ker(π) ⊂ ker(φ˜ ◦ π˜) = 0 since X˜ has the
intersection property.
The equivalence of (ii) and (iii) follows from Lemma 2.4 and Proposition 3.3. 
4. Γ-morphisms to injective envelopes
In this section, we prove equivalence of the intersection property and the “unique
trace property” for crossed products. First, we show a lemma to prove the theorem.
Lemma 4.1. Let Y be compact Γ-space. If Y is topologically free, then the only
conditional expectation from C(Y )⋊rΓ to C(Y ) is the canonical conditional expec-
tation EY . Moreover, if Y is Stonean and Γy is amenable for every y in Y , then
the converse is also true.
Proof. Suppose that Y is topologically free and let Φ be a conditional expectation
from C(Y )⋊rΓ to C(Y ). The space Y is topologically free if and only if {y ∈
Y : Γy = {e}} (denoted by Y0) is dense in Y since
⋃
t∈Γ ∂Fix(t) has no interior
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by Baire category theorem. Fix an element t in Γ \ {e}. For every y in Y0, we
have ty 6= y. Then there is a non-zero function in C(X) such that f(y) = 1 and
fλtf = 0. It follows that Φ(λt)(y) = Φ(fλtf)(y) = 0, hence Φ(t) = 0. This implies
that Φ = EY .
Next, we show the converse. Suppose that Y is Stonean space and Γy is amenable
for every y in Y . There is a conditional expectation Φ from C(Y )⋊rΓ to C(Y ),
defined by Φ(fλt) = f ·χFix(t). Continuity of Φ follows from the equality Φ(·)(y) =
τ0 ◦Ey, where τ0 is the unit character of Γy. Note that τ0 is continuous on C∗r(Γy)
since Γy is amenable. It follows that there is a non-canonical conditional expectation
if Y is not (topologically) free. 
Theorem 4.2. Let X be a compact Γ-space. Then the following are equivalent.
(i) The space X has the intersection property.
(ii) The only Γ-morphism from C(X)⋊rΓ to C(X˜) which is the identity map
on C(X) is the canonical conditional expectation EX .
Proof. Let φ be a Γ-morphism from C(X)⋊rΓ to C(X˜) such that φ|C(X) = idC(X).
There is a Γ-morphism Φ from C(X˜)⋊rΓ onto C(X˜) extending φ. Then Φ is
a conditional expectation since C(X) ⊂ C(X˜) is rigid. Hence (ii) is equivalent
to the uniqueness of conditional expectations from C(X˜)⋊rΓ onto C(X˜), that is
equivalent to the (topological) freeness of X˜ by Proposition 3.3 and Lemma 4.1. It
follows that (i) and (ii) are equivalent by Theorem 3.4. 
5. Stabilizer subgroups and the intersection property
In this section, we establish a characterization of the intersection property in
terms of stabilizer subgroups.
Definition 5.1. The Chabauty space of Γ is the set Sub(Γ) of all subgroups in Γ
with the relative topology of the product topology on {0, 1}Γ.
Note that a sequence (Λi)i of subgroup in Γ converges to a subgroup Λ in the
Chabauty topology if and only if it satisfies the following conditions.
(i) For every t ∈ Λ, one has t ∈ Λi eventually.
(ii) For every subsequence (Λik)k of (Λi)i, one has
⋂
k Λik ⊂ Λ.
Let X be a compact Γ-space. We set the compact Γ-space
S(X,Γ) = {(x,Λ) ∈ X × Sub(Γ) : Λ ≤ Γx}
with the relative topology of the product topology on X×Sub(Γ). We consider the
closed Γ-invariant subspace of S(X,Γ), defined by
Sa(X,Γ) = {(x,Λ) ∈ X × Sub(Γ) : Λ ≤ Γx, Λ is amenable}.
We denote by pX the Γ-equivariant continuous surjection from Sa(X,Γ) to X de-
fined by
pX(x,Λ) = x
for (x,Λ) ∈ Sa(X,Γ), hence C(X) ⊂ C(Sa(X,Γ)) as a unital Γ-C
∗-subalgebra.
Theorem 5.2. Let X be a compact Γ-space. Then the following are equivalent.
(i) The space X has the intersection property.
(ii) For every closed Γ-invariant set Y in Sa(X,Γ) such that pX(Y ) = X, the
space Y contains X × {e}.
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Proof. Suppose that X does not have the intersection property. We denote by q
the Γ-equivariant continuous surjection from X˜ to X . We define a Γ-equivariant
continuous map Φ from X˜ to Sa(X,Γ) by Φ(y) = (q(y),Γy) for y ∈ X˜. We claim
that Φ(X˜) 6⊃ X × {e}, which means that (ii) is not true. Otherwise, the closed
Γ-invariant set Z := {y ∈ X˜ : Γy = {e}} satisfies that q(Z) = X˜, therefore we have
Z = X by Proposition 3.3. Since X does not have the intersection property, the
space X˜ is not free by Theorem 3.4, a contradiction.
On the other hand, let Y be a closed Γ-invariant set in Sa(X,Γ) such that
pX(Y ) = X and Y 6⊃ X × {e}. There is a Γ-morphism θ from C(X)⋊rΓ to C(Y ),
defined by
θ(fλt)(x,Λ) =
{
f(x) t ∈ Λ
0 t 6∈ Λ
.
There is a Γ-morphism µ from C(Y ) to C(X˜) which is the identity map on C(X)
since C(X˜) is Γ-injective. We show that µ ◦ θ 6= EX . Suppose that µ ◦ θ = EX .
We claim that for every x ∈ X , one has p−1X (x) ∩ Y = {x} × Yx for a Yx ⊂ Sub(Γ).
Since Y 6⊃ X × {e}, there is a point x in X such that Yx 6∋ {e}. Let x˜ be a point
in X˜ such that q(x˜) = x. We observe that the support of evx˜ ◦ µ is contained
in {x} × Yx. Indeed, let f be a function in C(Y ) such that f |{x}×Yx = 0. For
every open neighborhood U of x, we take a continuous function hU on X such that
0 ≤ hU ≤ 1, the support of hU contained in U and hU (x) = 1. We denote by h˜U
the function hU ◦ q. For every ε > 0, there is a neighborhood U of x such that
|f(y)| < ε for every y ∈ p−1X (U) ∩ Y , hence we obtain
|evx˜ ◦ µ(f)| = |evx˜ ◦ µ(f) · h˜U (x˜)| = |evx˜ ◦ µ(fh˜U )| ≤ ‖fh˜U‖ ≤ ε.
Therefore evx˜ ◦ µ(f) = 0, which implies that supp(evx˜ ◦ µ) ⊂ {x} × Yx. We denote
by µx the Radon probability measure on Yx which is the restriction of evx˜ ◦ µ on
Yx. Then, for any t ∈ Γ, we obtain the following equation.
µx{Λ ∈ Yx : t ∈ Λ} = µx(θ(λt)|Yx)
= evx˜ ◦ µ ◦ θ(λt)
=
{
1 (t = e)
0 (t 6= e)
.
It contradicts that Yx 6∋ {e}. 
Theorem 5.3. Let X be a compact Γ-space. The following are equivalent.
(i) Every Γ-invariant closed set in X has the intersection property.
(ii) For every point x in X and every amenable subgroup Λ in Γx, there is a
net (gi) in Γ such that (gix) converges to x and (giΛg
−1
i ) converges to {e}
in the Chabauty topology.
Proof. Suppose that (ii) is true. Let Z be a Γ-invariant closed subset of X . Then,
for any (z,Λ) ∈ S(Z,Γ), we have Γ(z,Λ) ∋ (z, {e}). This implies that for every
Γ-invariant closed subset Y in Sa(Z,Γ), one has Z × {e} ⊂ Y , therefore Z has the
intersection property by Theorem 5.2.
Conversly, suppose that (i) is true. Let x be a point in X and Λ be an amenable
subgroup in Γx. Then, we have Γ(x,Λ) ⊃ pX
(
Γ(x,Λ)
)
× {e} by Theorem 5.2.
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In particular, there is a net (gi) in such that (gix) converges to x and (giΛg
−1
i )
converges to {e}. 
6. Minimal case
We consider the case where the compact Γ-space X is minimal, i.e. there are no
non-trivial closed Γ-invariant subspaces in X . Equivalently, there are no non-trivial
Γ-invariant closed ideals in C(X). For a minimal compact Γ-space X , the space X˜
is also minimal by Proposition 3.3 (ii).
We claim that for a minimal compact Γ-space X , the reduced crossed product
C(X)⋊rΓ is simple if and only if X has the intersection property. since for every
ideal I in C(X)⋊rΓ, C(X) ∩ I is Γ-invariant ideal.
Theorem 6.1. Let X be a minimal compact Γ-space. The following are equivalent.
(i) The reduced crossed product C(X)⋊rΓ is simple.
(ii) For every point x in X and every amenable subgroup Λ in Γx, there is a
sequence (gi) in Γ such that (giΛg
−1
i ) converges to {e} in the Chabauty
topology.
(iii) There is a point x in X such that for every amenable subgroup Λ in Γx,
there is a sequence (gi) in Γ such that (giΛg
−1
i ) converges to {e} in the
Chabauty topology.
Proof. We show that (ii) and (iii) are equivalent to existence of a minimal Γ-
invariant subspace Y in Sa(X,Γ) such that Y 6= X × {e}. This implies the desired
equivalence by Theorem 5.2. Note that for every Γ-invariant subspace Z of X , we
have pX(Z) = X since X is minimal.
Suppose that there is a minimal Γ-invariant subspace Y in Sa(X,Γ) such that
X × {e} 6= Y . Let (x,Λ) be an element in Y . We claim that Ad(Γ)Λ 6∋ {e}, which
means that (i) and (ii) are not true. Otherwise, there is a net (gi) in Γ such that
giΛg
−1
i → {e}. We may assume that gix → y for a point y ∈ X . Then we have
gi(x, λ) → (y, {e}), this implies that Y ⊃ X × {e}. By minimality of Y , we obtain
Y = X × {e}, a contradiction.
Next, we show the converse. Suppose that there is an elemant (x,Λ) in Sa(X,Γ)
such that Ad(Γ)Λ 6∋ {e}. Then we have Γ(x,Λ) ∩ X × {e} = ∅, hence there is a
minimal Γ-invariant subspace Y in Sa(X,Γ) such that Y 6= X×{e} (take a minimal
component of Γ(x,Λ)). 
We also characterize simplicity for reduced crossed products in terms uniformly
recurrent subgroups (Glasner–Weiss [3]).
Definition 6.2. A subset U of Sub(Γ) is called a uniformly recurrent subgroup
(URS) of Γ if U is a minimal closed subset of the Chabauty space Sub(Γ). A URS
U is amenable if any subgroup contained in U is amenable.
Definition 6.3. For a compact Γ-space X , we define the subspace SX of Sub(Γ)
as the closure of the set {Γx : x ∈ X, Γx = Γ◦x}. We call SX by stability system of
X . If X is minimal, the set SX is a URS ([3, Proposition 1.4]).
For a normal subgroup N in Γ, the singleton {N} in Sub(Γ) is a URS. By [9,
Theorem 4.1], C∗-simplicity of Γ is equivalent to absence of non-trivial amenable
URS’s. There is a non-C∗-simple countable group which has no non-trivial normal
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amenable subgroup, e.g. given by Le Boudec [10]. This implies that there is a
countable group which admits a non-singleton amenable URS.
We define an partial order of the set of uniformly recurrent subgroups. Let U
and V be URS’s, we denote U 4 V if there exist H ∈ U and K ∈ V such that
H ≤ K. Note that U 4 V if and only if for every H ∈ U , there exists K ∈ V such
that H ≤ K (see [11, Propostiton 2.14]).
Corollary 6.4. Let X be a minimal compact Γ-space. The following are equivalent.
(i) The reduced crossed product C(X)⋊rΓ is simple.
(ii) For any non-trivial amenable URS U , one has U 64 SX .
Proof. If C(X)⋊rΓ is not simple, X˜ is not topologically free by Theorem 3.4. Hence
SX˜ is a non-trivial amenable URS and SX˜ 4 SX .
We show the converse. Suppose that C(X)⋊rΓ is simple. Let U be an amenable
URS such that U 4 SX . For Λ ∈ U , there is a point x ∈ X such that Λ ≤ Γx,
this implies that Ad(Γ)Λ ∋ {e} by Theorem 6.1. Therefore we have U = {e} by
minimality of U . 
7. Strongly proximallity and amenable URS’s
Definition 7.1. Let X be a compact Γ-space. X is strongly proximal if for every
Radon probability measure µ on X , the weak∗-closure of Γµ contains a point mass.
X is called a Γ-boundary if X is minimal and strongly proximal.
It is known that the Hamana boundary ∂HΓ is a Γ-boundary (Kalantar–Kennedy
[7]). In this section, we proof an analogous property for every compact Γ-space X .
We denote by X˜z the inverse image of a point z ∈ X under the Γ-equivariant
continuous surjection from X˜ to X . For any compact Hausdorff space Y , we denote
by M(Y ) the set of all Radon probability measures on Y .
Theorem 7.2. Let X be a compact Γ-space and Z be a subset in X such that ΓZ
is dense in X. Then for every family {µz}z∈Z such that µz ∈M(X˜z), the space X˜
is contained in the weak∗-closure of {tµz : t ∈ Γ, z ∈ Z} in M(X˜).
Proof. We define Γ-morphism φ from C(X˜) to ℓ∞(Γ× Z) by
φ(f)(t, z) = 〈f, tµz〉, t ∈ Γ, z ∈ Z.
Observe that for f ∈ C(X) one has φ(f) = (f(tz))t,z. Since ΓZ is dense in X ,
φ|C(X) is the inclusion map from C(X) to ℓ∞(Γ× Z) as a unital Γ-C
∗-subalgebra.
Hence by Γ-injectivity of C(X˜), there is a Γ-morphism ψ from ℓ∞(Γ×Z) to C(X˜)
which satisfies that (ψ ◦ φ)|C(X) = idC(X) (then ψ ◦ φ = idC(X˜) by rigidity). It
implies that for any y ∈ X˜, there is a state ω on ℓ∞(Γ× Z) such that ω ◦ φ = evy.
Since there is a net (ξi) in ℓ1(Γ×Z) such that ξi → ω in weak
∗-topology, it implies
that
ξi ◦ φ(f) =
∑
t,z
ξi(t, z)〈f, tµz〉 → f(y)
for any f ∈ C(X˜). It means that evy ∈ conv{tµz}, therefore we have evy ∈ {tµz}
by Milman’s converse since evy is an extreme point of M(X˜). 
Next, we consider some applications to properties for amenable URS’s, inspired
from Le Boudec–Matte Bon [11, §2.4].
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Lemma 7.3. Let X be a compact Γ-space and U be an amenable URS. Suppose
that for every x ∈ X, there is a subgroup Hx ∈ U such that Hx ≤ Γx. Then for
every y ∈ X˜, there is a subgroup Ky ∈ U such that Ky ≤ Γy.
Proof. Since Γx acts on X˜x and U is amenable, there is a Hx-invariant measure
µx on X˜x since there is a Γx-morphism from C(X˜x) to ℓ∞Γx by Γx-injectivity of
ℓ∞Γx and there is a Hx-invariant state on ℓ∞Γ by amenability of Hx. Hence, for
any y ∈ X˜, there is a net (ti, xi) in Γ×X such that tiµxi → evy by Theorem 7.2.
We may assume that the net (tiHxit
−1
i )i converges to Ky ∈ U . Then Ky fixes y
since tiµxi is (tiHxit
−1
i )-invariant. 
Theorem 7.4 (see also Theorem 1.8). Let X be a compact Γ-space. Suppose that
SX is a URS (X is not necessarily minimal). Then SX˜ contains a unique URS
AX . Moreover, for every amenable URS U such that U 4 SX , we have U 4 AX .
Proof. Let U be a URS such that U 4 SX . Since SX is a URS, for any x ∈ X there
is a subgroup H ∈ U such that H ≤ Γx. Hence for every y ∈ X˜, there is a subgroup
Ky ∈ U such that Ky ≤ Γy by Lemma 7.3. It implies that U 4 V for every URS
V in SX˜ . In particular, for every URS V in SX˜ , one has V 4 SX since Γy = Γ
◦
y
for every y ∈ X˜ by Proposition 3.3. This implies that V1 4 V2 for URS’s V1 and
V2 ⊂ SX˜ , hence V1 = V2. Therefore, there is a unique URS contained in SX˜ . 
For every URS U , there is a compact Γ-space X such that SX = U ([3, Proposi-
tion 6.1]). Hence we get the following.
Corollary 7.5. For every URS U , there is a unique amenable URS AU 4 U which
satisfies that V 4 AU for every amenable URS V 4 U .
It is not known whether for every URS U , there exists a minimal Γ-space X such
that SX = U . Here, we prove that it is true for amenable URS’s.
Corollary 7.6. For every amenable URS U , there is a minimal compact Γ-space
X such that SX = U .
Proof. There is a compact Γ-space X such that SX = U . We take a minimal Γ-
subspace Y in X˜ , then SY ⊂ SX˜ since Γy = Γ
◦
y for every y ∈ X˜ . Hence we have
U 4 SY = AX 4 U by Theorem 7.4. 
8. The maximal ideal arising from stabilizer subgroups
Let X be a minimal compact Γ-space (recall that X˜ is also minimal in this
situation). For x ∈ X˜ , we define a representation πx of C(X˜)⋊rΓ on ℓ2(Γx) as
follows. {
πx(f)δy = f(y)δy f ∈ C(X˜)
πx(λt)δy = δty t ∈ Γ
,
where y ∈ Γx. In other words, πx is the GNS representation with respect to
1x := τ0 ◦ Ex, where τ0 is the unit character of Γx. Since τ0 is continuous since Γx
is amenable by Proposition 3.3, the state 1x is continuous.
Note that ker(πx) = ker(πy) for every x, y ∈ X˜ since 1tx = 1x ◦ Ad(t
−1) for
every t ∈ Γ and the map X˜ → S(C(X˜)⋊rΓ) given by x 7→ 1x is continuous, where
S(C(X˜)⋊rΓ) is the state space of C(X˜)⋊rΓ.
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Theorem 8.1. For every minimal compact Γ-space X and every x ∈ X˜, the C∗-
algebra πx(C(X)⋊rΓ) is simple.
First, we prove a lemma. We define the unital completely positive map E˜ on
C(X˜)⋊rΓ by E˜(fλt) = fχFix(t)λt for f ∈ C(X˜) and t ∈ Γ. We see that E˜ is
continuous. Let B ⊂ C(X˜)⋊rΓ the closed linear span of {fλt : supp(f) ⊂ Fix(t)}.
Then, B is a C*-subalgebra of C(X˜)⋊r Γ, which is contained in the multiplicative
domain of Ex for every x ∈ X˜. Since Ex ◦ E˜ = Ex and {Ex}x is a faithful family
of ∗-homomorphisms on B (because τλ ◦Ex = evx ◦EX˜), the map E˜ is continuous
on C(X˜)⋊r Γ. Note that πx ◦ E˜(λt) = πx(χFix(t)) for every t ∈ Γ.
Lemma 8.2. For every conditional expectation Φ: C(X˜)⋊rΓ → C(X˜), one has
Φ ◦ E˜ = Φ.
Proof. It suffices to show that Φ(λt)(x) = 0 for every x ∈ X˜ \ Fix(t). Since
x 6∈ Fix(t), there is a f ∈ C(X˜) such that f(x) = 1 and f(tx) = 0. Then Φ(λt)(x) =
f(x)Φ(λt)(x) = Φ(fλt)(x) = Φ(λt(t
−1f))(x) = Φ(λt)(x)f(tx) = 0. 
Proof of Theorem 8.1. Suppose that there is a quotient map ρ from C(X)⋊rΓ to
a unital C∗-algebra A. It suffices to show that ρ is faithful. Since X is minimal,
the map ρ◦πx is injective on C(X), hence there is Γ-morphism φ : A→ C(X˜) such
that φ ◦ ρ ◦ πx|C(X) = idC(X) by Γ-injectivity. We extend φ ◦ ρ to a Γ-morphism
Φ: πx(C(X˜)⋊rΓ)→ C(X˜) such that Φ◦πx|C(X) = idC(X) by Γ-injectivity of C(X˜).
Then Φ ◦ πx is a conditional expectation by rigidity. By Lemma 8.2 and the fact
that πx ◦ E˜(λt) = πx(χFix(t)), for t ∈ Γ, we obtain the following equality.
evx ◦ φ ◦ ρ ◦ πx(λt) = evx ◦ Φ ◦ πx(λt)
= evx ◦ Φ ◦ πx ◦ E˜(λt)
= evx ◦ Φ ◦ πx(χFix(t))
= χFix(t)(x)
=
{
1 t ∈ Γx
0 t 6∈ Γx
= 1x(λt).
Since C(X) is contained in the multiplicative domains of 1x and φ ◦ ρ, for any
f ∈ C(X) and t ∈ Γ, we have
1x(fλt) = f(x)1x(λt) = f(x)evx ◦ φ ◦ ρ ◦ πx(λt)
= evx(fφ ◦ ρ(πx(λt)))
= evx ◦ φ ◦ ρ(fπx(λt))
= evx ◦ φ ◦ ρ ◦ πx(fλt).
This implies that 1x = 〈πx(·)δx, δx〉 = evx ◦ φ ◦ ρ ◦ πx on C(X)⋊rΓ. Since δx is a
cyclic vector, ρ is faithful. 
In particular, for any x ∈ ∂HΓ (recall that C(∂HΓ) is the Γ-injective envelope
of C), the C∗-algebra πx(C
∗
rΓ) is simple. Moreover, we have a stronger conclusion
in this situation, a generalization of the Powers’ averaging property ([14]), which is
equivalent to the C∗-simplicity (see [5, 9]). First, we show the following lemma.
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Lemma 8.3. Let x be a point in ∂HΓ. Then for every finite family {φk}Nk=0 of
states on πx(C(∂HΓ)⋊rΓ), there is a net (αi) in conv{Ad(t) : t ∈ Γ} such that
φk ◦ πx ◦ αi → 1x for every index k.
Proof. First we show that for every state φ on πx(C(∂HΓ)⋊rΓ), we have
1x ∈ conv{φ ◦ πx ◦Ad(t) : t ∈ Γ}.
By [4, Theorem 2.3], there is a Γ-boundary X ⊂ conv{φ ◦ πx ◦ Ad(t) : t ∈ Γ}.
Hence there is a Γ-equivariant continuous surjection p : ∂HΓ → X by [7, Theorem
3.11]. Since there is a natural Γ-morphism from πx(C(∂HΓ)⋊rΓ) to C(X), we have
a Γ-morphism Φ from πx(C(∂HΓ)⋊rΓ) to C(∂HΓ) such that Φ(πx(a))(x) = p(x)(a)
for any a ∈ C(∂HΓ)⋊rΓ. Then Φ ◦ πx is conditional expectation from C(∂HΓ)⋊rΓ
to C(∂HΓ). Hence by Lemma 8.2, we have
p(x)(πx(λt)) = Φ ◦ πx(λt)(x) = Φ ◦ πx ◦ E˜(λt)(x) = χFix(t)(x) = 1x(λt),
hence 1x ∈ X .
Next, we show the theorem. Take a net (αi) in conv{Ad(t) : t ∈ Γ} such that
1
N
(
∑
φk) ◦ πx ◦ αi → 1x.
We may assume that φk ◦ αi → ψk, where ψk ∈ S(πx(C(∂HΓ)⋊rΓ)), then we have
1
N
(
∑
ψk) ◦ πx = 1x.
This implies that ψk ◦ π|C∗
r
(Γx) = 1x|C∗r(Γx) = τ0 because τ0 is a character, hence it
is extremal in S(C∗r(Γx)). Similarly, we obtain ψk ◦π|C(∂HΓ) = 1x|C(∂HΓ) = evx be-
cause evx is an extreme point ofM(X˜). We claim that for any θ ∈ S(C(∂HΓ)⋊rΓ),
θ|C∗
r
(Γx) = τ0 and θ|C(∂HΓ) = evx imply that θ = 1x. Since C(∂HΓ) ⊂ mult(θ),
it suffices to show that θ(t) = 0 for every t ∈ Γ \ Γx. Take a function f ∈ C(X˜)
such that f(x) = 1 and f(tx) = 0, we have 1x(λt) = f(x)1x(λt) = 1x(fλt) =
1x(λt(t
−1f)) = 1x(λt)f(tx) = 0. Hence we have ψk ◦ πx = 1x. 
Theorem 8.4. Let x be a point in ∂HΓ. Then for every a ∈ C∗rΓ, the element
1x(a) is contained in the norm closed convex hull of {πx(λtaλ∗t ) : t ∈ Γ}.
Proof. We show it by contradiction. Suppose that there is an element a ∈ πx(C∗rΓ)
such that 1x(a) 6∈ conv
norm{πx(λtaλ∗t ) : t ∈ Γ}. Then there is a bounded linear
functional φ on πx(C
∗
rΓ) such that Re(φ ◦ πx(b) − φ(1)1x(a)) ≥ ε > 0 for ev-
ery b ∈ convnorm{πx(λtaλ∗t ) : t ∈ Γ} by Hahn–Banach separation theorem. By
Hahn–Jordan decomposition, we can write φ =
∑3
k=0 i
kckφk, where φk is state on
πx(C
∗
rΓ) and ck is non-negative scalar. Then by Lemma 8.3, there is a net (αi) in
conv{Ad(t) : t ∈ Γ} such that φk ◦ πx ◦ αi → 1x|C∗
r
Γ for k = 1, 2, 3, 4. But we have
Re(φ ◦ πx ◦ αi(a)− φ(1)1x(a)) = Re
(
3∑
k=0
ikck(φk ◦ πx ◦ αi(a)− 1x(a))
)
≥ ε,
a contradiction. 
Corollary 8.5. For every point x in ∂HΓ, the C
∗-algebra πx(C
∗
rΓ) is simple.
Proof. For every non-zero positive element πx(a) ∈ πx(C
∗
rΓ), we have 1x(a) 6= 0
since 1x is faithful on πx(C
∗
rΓ). This implies that 1x(a) ∈ Ideal(πx(a)) by theorem
8.4, where Ideal(πx(a)) is the ideal in πx(C
∗
rΓ) generated by {πx(a)}. 
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9. Amenable URS’s and ideals in the group C∗-algebra
In this section, we see the relationship between amenable URS’s of Γ and ideals
in C∗rΓ. For an amenable subgroup Λ in Γ, we define a representation πΛ of C
∗
rΓ
on ℓ2(Γ/Λ) by
πΛ(λt)δx = δtx, x ∈ Γ/Λ.
Since 〈πΛ(·)δΛ, δΛ〉 = τ0 ◦ EΛ (where τ0 is the unit character), the representation
πΛ is unitarily equivalent to the GNS representation with respect to 1Λ := τ0 ◦EΛ.
Note that for x ∈ ∂HΓ, one has πx|C∗
r
Γ = πΓx . Since 1Λ ◦ Ad(t
−1) = 1tΛt−1 , we
have the following equality.
ker(πΛ) = {a ∈ C
∗
rΓ : 〈πΛ(a)ξ, η〉 = 0, for every ξ, η ∈ ℓ2(Γ/Λ)}
= {a ∈ C∗rΓ : 〈πΛ(·)δtΛ, δsΛ〉 = 1Λ(λ
∗
saλt) = 0, for every s, t ∈ Γ}
=
⋂
s,t∈Γ
{a ∈ C∗rΓ : 1Λ(λsaλt) = 0}
=
⋂
∆∈Ad(Γ)Λ
⋂
t∈Γ
{a ∈ C∗rΓ : 1∆(at) = 0}
=
⋂
∆∈Ad(Γ)Λ
⋂
t∈Γ
{a ∈ C∗rΓ : 1∆(at) = 0}.
In particular, for every amenable URS U and every elements H1 and H2 in U , we
have ker(πH1) = ker(πH2 ), hence we set IU := ker(πH) for H ∈ U . Note that IS∂HΓ
is maximal by Corollary 8.5. From the above equality, we obtain the following
easily.
Proposition 9.1. Let Λ be an amenable subgroup of Γ. Then for every amenable
URS U contained in Ad(Γ)Λ, we have ker(πΛ) ⊂ IU .
In particular, if {e} ∈ Ad(Γ)Λ, the representation πΛ is faithful, but the converse
need not be true in general, i.e. there is a group which has a non-trivial amenable
URS U such that IU = 0. The following example was communicated to us by Koichi
Shimada.
Example 9.2. Let A4 denote the alternating group on 4 letters {1, 2, 3, 4}. Then,
the group algebra C(A4) is isomorphic to C
3⊕M3(C). Indeed, the derived subgroup
of A4 is K := {e, (1, 2)(3, 4), (1, 3)(2, 4), (1, 4)(2, 3)} and A4/K ∼= Z/3Z, which
accounts for the abelian quotient C(A4/K) ∼= C3. Since the standard action of
A4 on the 4 letters {1, 2, 3, 4} is doubly transitive, it gives rise to an irreducible
representation on the 3-dimensional space {ξ ∈ C({1, 2, 3, 4}) :
∑
k ξ(k) = 0}, which
accounts for the factorM3(C). Since dimC(A4) = |A4| = 12 = dimC3⊕M3(C), we
have C(A4) ∼= C
3 ⊕M3(C). Now we consider the subgroup Λ := {e, (1, 2)(3, 4)} of
order 2. From the above description, it is not difficult to see that the representation
πΛ of C(A4) on C(A4/Λ) is faithful.
Proposition 9.3. Let U and V be amenable URS’s. If U 4 V, one has IU ⊂ IV .
Proof. It suffices to show that for amenable subgroups Λ1 and Λ2 in Γ such that
Λ1 ≤ Λ2, we have ker(πΛ1) ⊂ ker(πΛ2). By amenability of Λ2, there is an approxi-
mately invariant vector (ξi) in ℓ2(Λ2/Λ1), i.e. (ξi) is a net in ℓ2(Λ2/Λ1) ⊂ ℓ2(Γ/Λ1)
such that ‖πΛ1(λt)ξi − ξi‖ → 0 for any t ∈ Λ2. Take a Følner net (Fi) of Λ2, then
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the net of vectors
ξi := |Fi|
−1
∑
t∈Fi
δtΛ
is approximately invariant in ℓ1(Λ2/Λ1), hence the net (ξ
1/2
i ) is an approximately in-
variant in ℓ2(Λ2/Λ1). Then we have the net (〈πΛ1 (·)ξi, ξi〉) of state on C
∗
rΓ converges
to 1Λ2 . This implies that there is a state φ on πΛ1(C
∗
rΓ) such that 1Λ2 = φ ◦ πΛ1 ,
hence we have ker(πΛ1) ⊂ ker(πΛ2 ). 
We show a relaxed form of the converse of Proposition 9.3. (Note that the
converse of Proposition 9.3 is not true. Example 9.2 is a counter example.) For a
subset S in Γ, we set T (S) := {t ∈ Γ : tn ∈ S for a non-zero integer n}.
Theorem 9.4. Let Λ and Λ′ be amenable subgroups of Γ such that ker(πΛ) ⊂
ker(πΛ′). Then, there is an amenable subgroup ∆ ∈ Ad(Γ)Λ such that ∆ ⊂ T (Λ′).
Proof. It suffices to show that for every finite set F ⊂ Γ\T (Λ′), there is an element
tF ∈ Γ such that F ⊂ Γ \ tFΛt
−1
F . Indeed, let (Fn) be an increasing sequence of
finite subset in Γ \ T (Λ′) such that
⋃
Fn = Γ \ T (Λ′). Take a cluster point ∆ of
{tFnΛt
−1
Fn
} where tFn satisfies that Fn ⊂ Γ \ tFnΛt
−1
Fn
, then we have ∆ ⊂ T (Λ′).
We show it by contradiction. Suppose that there is a finite set F ⊂ Γ \ T (Λ′)
such that tΛt−1 ∩ F 6= ∅ for every t ∈ Γ. It is easy to see that tΛt−1 ∩ F 6= ∅ for
every t ∈ Γ if and only if for all x ∈ Γ/Λ, there exists an element g ∈ F such that
gx = x. We define pg as the orthogonal projection onto the closed linear span of
{δx : x ∈ Γ/Λ, gx = x}. Then we obtain the following conditions.
• πΛ′ (λg)pg = pg = pgπΛ′(λg) for every g ∈ F .
•
∑
g∈F pg ≥ 1.
Since ker(πΛ) ⊂ ker(πΛ′ ), the map πΛ(C∗rΓ) ∋ πΛ(a) → πΛ′(a) ∈ πΛ′(C
∗
rΓ) is
a ∗-homomorphism. We extend it to a unital completely positive map Θ from
B(ℓ2(Γ/Λ)) to B(ℓ2(Γ/Λ
′)) by Arveson’s extension theorem. Since πΛ(C
∗
rΓ) ⊂
mult(Θ), the element ag := Θ(pg) satisfies the following conditions.
• 0 ≤ ag ≤ 1 for every g ∈ F .
• πΛ′ (λg)ag = ag = agπΛ′ (λg) for every g ∈ F .
•
∑
g∈F ag ≥ 1.
The sequence n−1
∑n
k=1 πΛ′(λg)
k converges in the strong operator topology to the
orthogonal projection onto the πΛ′(λg)-invariant vectors, which will be denoted by
qg. The second condition implies that qgag = agqg, therefore we have supp(ag) ≤ qg.
Since gn 6∈ Λ′ for every non-zero integer n, we have 〈πΛ′ (λg)nδΛ′ , δΛ′〉 = 0. This
implies that
〈supp(ag)δΛ′ , δΛ′〉 ≤ 〈qgδΛ′ , δΛ′〉 = 0.
Hence we have 〈agδΛ′ , δΛ′〉 = 0, it contradicts that
〈
∑
g∈F
agδΛ′ , δΛ′〉 ≥ 〈δΛ′ , δΛ′〉 = 1.

Corollary 9.5. Let Λ be an amenable subgroup of Γ such that the representation
πΛ is faithful. Then, there is a torsion group ∆ contained in Ad(Γ)Λ. In particular,
for any amenable URS U , the condition IU = 0 implies that U consists of torsion
groups.
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Proof. It is easy to see the first part of the theorem by Theorem 9.4. Let U be an
amenable URS such that IU = 0. Then, there is a torsion group ∆ ∈ U . Since
Ad(Γ)∆ = U , every H ∈ U is a torsion group. 
Note that the converse of the above corollary need not be true in general. Let
N be a non-trivial finite normal subgroup of Γ. Then, it is clear that πN is not
faithful, but N is a torsion group since |N | is finite.
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